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Abstract 

One vj'the major drawbacks to using speech as the 
input to any pervasive environment is the requirement 
tu balance acctrracy with the high processing 
overheads involved This paper presents an Arabic 
speech recogniiion syslem (called UbiqRrci, which 
addiws [his issue by providing a natural and intuitive 
 my of' communicating within ubiqzrituzw mvironmenfs, 
while balancing processing time, and 
recogwifi0)7 accuracy. A hybrid approach has been 
used which incorporates spectrographic informafion, 
s i q y l w  whre decompvsifion, concurrent seCf- 
organizing maps (CSOM) and pitch contours for 
Arabic phvneme recognition. The appvoach employs 
separofe sefF organizing maps (SON for each Arabic 
phoneme joined in parallel to ,form a CSOM The 
performance resulIs con$rm that with suitable pre- 
processing cf datu. including extractibn of distinct 
power spectral densities (PSD) and singular value 
decomposition. the training time .for CSOM was 
reduced by 89%. The empirical results also proved 
thul overall recognition accuracy did not fall below 
91%. 

1. Introduction 

Speech is the primary and most convenient means 
of communication between humans [l]. Current human 
coniputcr interfaces (HCI), like keyboards or mouse 
are inadequate for ubiquitoudwearable environments. 
For such environments, speech based inputs are 
gaining interest because it permits both the hands and 
eyes to be kept free and therefore less restricted in its 
use and can achieve quicker communications [2]. 

The motivation behind this work is to develop a 
pervasive bioinformatics environment where a speech 
engine is used as the human-machine interface. For 

this particular study, Arabic language data [3] has been 
used to test the efficiency of the speech recognition 
engine. To develop a continuous Arabic speech 
recognition system, the input speech is  segmented into 
phonemes using suitable segmentation techniques [4] 
such as Blind Speech Segmentation [SI, Energy Based 
End Point Detection [6], Zero Crossing Rate and 
techniques based on Phonetic and Acoustic cues [7, 81. 
The novel phoneme-based recognition engine that is 
presented in this paper is then used for classification. 
This paper will focus particularly on the classification 
of Arabic phonemes [9 ] ,  which is an especiaily 
challenging task due to the highly glottal and 
contextual dependency of the language. 

In the proposed classification system Self 
Organizing Maps (SOM) are used as classifiers. SOM 
are characterized by a vector space comprising 
different patterns that exist in the input data space. 
These vector spaces are developed based on the 
excitory and inhibitory behavior of the output neurons 
in SOM [lo]. A singie neuron or a group of neurons in 
the output layer contributes to a distinct input in time 
and space that results in Classification and statistical 
data extraction. This feature has been exploited in this 
paper to facilitate accurate Arabic phoneme 
identification. 

SOM have a wide range of applicability to complex 
real world problems ranging from speech recognition 
to optical character recognition [ 1 I]. Kohonen 1123 
discussed visualization of machine states such as 
transformers through the application of SOM. 
Kohonen also identified several important application 
domains: such as texture analysis and ctassification, 
robotics, telecommunication, designing, measuring and 
testing methods for SOM. 

Several studies have shown that CSOM perform 
better than simple SOM due to their weight 
optimization for a specific class. Neagoe and Ropot 
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[13] applied CSOM for face recognition and 
multispectral satellite imagery and reported that CSOM 
had a far greater recognition ratc compared to a single 
SOM, simple Neural Networks and Bayes classifiers. 
Dim, et a1 [14] developed a recognition system for 
spokcn English decimal digits (from 1 to 9). This 
system used Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) 
coefficients for constructing the CSOM architecture, 
which provided an overall accuracy of 66.1%. 
Samouelian [ 151 worked on knowledgc based 
approach for English consonant recognition and 
achieved an accuracy of73%. 

Hidden Markov Models (HMM) have been 
extensively exploited for speech recognition systcms. 
Somervuo [16] used SOM to idcntify 350 Finnish 
words. through incorporating competitive HMM-based 
learning, with a best recognition rate of 90%. Wooters 
and Stolcke 1171 investigated the usc of  Multiplc 
Pronunciation .Models (MPM) for Speaker 
Independent speech recognition (SISR) systems. The 
automatic data-driven MPM construction was 
accoinplishcd by using structural HMM Induction 
Algorithm. The resulting MPMs were jointly trained 
with a multi-layer perceptron functioning as a phonetic 
likelihood estimator. An average recognitiop accuracy 
of 74% was reported. Yuk and Flanagan [18] 
developed a hybrid system based on Neural Networks 
and HMM for telephonic speech recognition which 
achieved an ovcrall accuracy of 62%, though in all 
cases, the disadvantages of HMM are its computational 
intensity and long training sequences. Smart devices 
usually possess fat lower processing power and 
mcmoIy capability compared with PCs, so the use of 
HMM in pervasive environment is not feasible [19]. 
Normally when using HMM in speech recognition 
systems, each Hh4M is trained on a phoneme and these 
phonemes arc assembled to form the starting HMMs 
for words. The methodology used involves monitoring 
both memory and computational requirements. 
Separate SOM have been developed and validated for 
each phoneme which is subsequently assembled for 
words with segmentation algorithms [4, 5 ,  6, 7, 81. It is 
for this reason that a SOM has a much lower 
computation and memory requirements than HMM and 
our empirical results showed that with SVD, a 
computational time saving of 89% is achieved. 

Although a number of phoneme identification 
studies have been carried out for many modern 
languages, no research has been reported in context of 
ubiquitous systems, which use Arabic language as the 
input tool. This may be due to the fact that Arabic is 
only the 6Ih most widely used language, so more 
emphasis is given to more commonly used languages 
like English and Mandarin. Also, it is very hard to 

develop Arabic speech recognition system as 
compared to English due to the fact that pronunciation 
is dependent on context and it has Bi-joins, Tri-joins 
and some times N-joins in between the words. The 
problem addressed in this paper is to accurately 
recognize Arabic phonemes. Two approaches are 
proposed; firstly we can use a single SOM with the 
same number of output neurons as the number of 
phonemes to be recognized. The weight optimization 
involved however will be very complex because when 
one SOM is used for the classification of multiple 
classes, a global spread and layer dirncnsions must be 
selected, which should be generic for all classes, which 
may not result in the optimized weight vectors for the 
specific class. The second approach is to develop a 
CSOM in which each SOM is responsible for 
identifying a particular phoneme, A detailed analysis 
of this approach is provided in this paper. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The 
development of novel hybrid multi-layered Arabic 
phoneme identification is presented in the paper in 
Section 2. The system is based on Power Spectral 
Densities (PSD), singular values, self-organizing maps 
and pitch contours of the sound waves [3]. The basic 
principles of SOM are also presented in this Section 
along with the importance o f  pitch contours in the 
recognition system. Section 3 explains the hybrid 
recognition algorithms developed, with the results 
obtained from the experiments conducted using the 
hybrid algorithm given in Section 4. A discussion and 
some conclusions are presented in Section 5. 

2. Hybrid Speech Recognition System 

To recognize the consonants, the PSD [ZO] of the 
input speech signals are computed with maximum 
frequency of 8 kHz. In general, consonants are very 
difficult to identify in the time-domain because of the 
variation in noise levels and speaker dependent 
properties in the speech signal. In order to extract the 
dominant frequencies using PSD, several time 
windowing approaches were evaluated including 
Hanning, Hamming, Bartlett, Welch and Gaussian 
1211. Hamming and Hanning windows perform better 
for tonal languages like Mandarin and English, but for 
Arabic phonemes, performance is superior for the 
Gaussian window, due to the fact that Arabic is a 
glottal language and has fewer high frequency 
components compared with tonal languages. 

To obtain the PSD using a Gaussian window, the 
sampled speech signal S is split into overlapping 
segments (windows) each with the Gaussian window 
vector. The coefficients of the Gaussian window are 
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calculated using equation (1). The length of the 
window is N, k is thc sample index and G i s  the output 
signal. 

G(k+ 1) e* (1) 

A frequency resolution of 20Hz is used for the PSD 
with zero-padding, so it is an accurate estimate of the 
short-term, time-localized frequency content of S. In 
the PSD the time increases from left to right and 
frequency from bottom to up (ranging from dc to 8 
kHz). The average length of 5' is 61,000 samples and 
the PSD is a complex matrix with averagc size of 4000 
x 16. 

The singular values SV are calc~~lated from the PSD 
matrix. which is m x n matrix and decomposed into 
three matrices given by:- 

such that UU' = YVT = I. Herc U and V arc two unitary 
matrices and S is a diagonal matrix containing singular 
valucs of X in descending order. Since every matrix 
has a unique set of singular values therefore this 
uniqueness is exploited in developing different 
recognition systems. The advantage is the reduction in 
computational time and memory requirements as 
demonstrated latcr in the papcr. 

Concurrent Self Organizing-Maps (CSOM) was 
trained on the first ten SV values. SOM algorithm [ I O ]  
is based on the principle of winner takes all, which 
keeps certain biological similarity with the cortical 
maps. The input vector for SOM is SV (first 10 
singular values), and weights between the input layer 
and thc maps are w, the winning neuron k is: 

(2) X = UST" 

This particular neuron excites thc neurons in its 
neighbourhood according to the Mexican hat function 
given by:- \ 

where S,, is the number of neurons per dimension, k, 
is the winner neuron, k, is the neighbour of winning 
neuron and a( t )  is the learning rate. 

Hebb's learning algorithm for SOM is ROW applied. 
This postulates that a synaptic connection is more 
efficient when the pre-synaptic firing and the post- 
synaptic firing occur simultaneously as shown in ( 5 )  
and (6). 

For the winner neuron domain 

For other neurons 

-- " - 0  *Q 

cl 
Some researchers have categorically stated that 

using pitch [22] as a recognition parameter is not a 
good choice, due to its speaker dependency in 
developing Speaker Independent Speech Recognition 
(SISR) systems [23]. Significant research however has 
also shown that pitch can be used to increase the 
accuracy o f  recognition systems. Kitaoka et a1 [24] 
worked on glottal sound source features and concluded 
that glottal features like pitch can be used for SJSR 
systems. Wong and Chang [25]  worked on the effects 
of pitch and lexical tone on different Mandarin speech 
recognition tasks and found that by considering the 
tone contexts and incorporating pitch feature lead to 
higher recognition accuracy. Similarly Chen and 
Chang [26] developed a recognition system based on 
Dynamic HMM (DHMM) using pitch values. The 
results showed that the DHMM achieves 
approximately a 10% relative error reduction both in 
base-syllable and tonal syllable recognition tasks. The 
research presented in t h i s  paper also supports this fact 
and uses pitch as a post-processing layer within the 
hybrid structure proposed for recognition The results 
discussed i n  Section 3 and 4 show a significant 
increase of 19% in the overall recognition accuracy. 

3. Implementation of Speech Recognition 
Algorithm 

The mathematical mode1 detailed in Section 2 ,  was 
simulated using MATLAB 6.5.1, The complete 
phoneme recognition algorithm is defined in Figure I .  
The input phoneme is processed and the PSD 
calculated in steps I and 2. The singular values are 
then extracted from the PSD (step 3) and used by the 
CSOM architecture. The recognition system iteratively 
computes the Euclidean distance E between the input 
vector and all SOMs present in CSOM. If the distance 
is less than the empirical threshold r, then this 
particular phoneme i is a candidare phoneme, and all 
such candidate phonemes are added to vector PID 
(steps 4 to 9). If no candidate phoneme is identified 
then the system is unable to recognize the sound, 
otherwise the phoneme is identified based on the 
simi[arity o f  the standard SOM response and the 
response of the input signal. If  a unique identification 
of the input sound wave is not obtained, then the 
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conflict is resolved by activating a pitch analyzer, 
shown in steps I3 through 16. 

The recognition system was trained for 28 basic 
Arabic phonemes [9] on 100 sound samples for each 
phoneme. The input sound data was obtained from 
[ZO], with 70% of the recorded sounds used for 
training the SOM. Two layered pre-processing was 
performed before the training of SOM. In the first 
layer, PSD values were calculated to facilitate the 
recognition of consonants from the input speech. As 
mentioned in Section 2, for spectrogram calculations, 
the maximum frequency = 8 kHz, frequency resolution 
= 20 Hz and a Gaussian windowing function was used 
in ( I ) .  The second pre-processing layer implements the 
SVD to capture the prominent features of respective 
PSD values (Step 3 in Figure 1 ) .  The SVD analysis 
shows that the first 10 singular values effectively 
represent the PSD, so m = 10 in Step 3 of Figure I .  
Several SOM were developed for each phoneme in the 
development phase and were tested for accuracy 
against different phonetic sounds. The final SOM for 
each. phoneme was selected based on the individual 
performance in terms of perccntage recognition 
accuracy. 

500 

400 

phonemes were misclassified, resulting in an overall 
decrease of recognition accuracy from 91.7% to only 
71.9%. The results for CSOM are shown in A2 in 
Table 1. The recognition accuracy of l a : /  which was 
previously recorded as 100% (A1 in Tablei) dropped 
to only 56.25% (A2 in Table 1). This reduction in 
accuracy was due to the misclassification of la: /  as /H/ 
(CP in Table 1 ) .  Similar discrepancies were identified 
for the lbl, itl and Izl phonemes, 

Pilch Conioui / a /  

r 
- 

- 

5M 

I I 

t + 
t *  

1. S < -  Get utterance 
2. P5D <-Calculate PSD f rom S 
3. SV <- Apply SVD on P S D  and take 1: m singular 
values 
4. For i=l: N 
5. 
6 .  If E[i] 5 
7 .  
8. Add i t o  P I D  
9 .  End 
10. If size o f  CE =:O 
11. Phoneme cannot be recognized 
12. Else 
13. For j = 1 :  size o f  CE 
14. Sim[j] <-Compare the similarity 

between pitch contour Ph] of 
phoneme PID[j] and sound 5 

Eli] < -  Euclideon distance of 50M i 

Make E[i] part  of  CE 

15. End 
16. PhonemeId < -  PIb of max (Sim) 

4. Experimental Results 

Figure 1: Recognition algorithm 

0 o 2 4 fi E IO 12 14 16 i s  M 
Time pee) 

Figure 2: Pitch of /a:/ for 18 people 

Pitch Contour ktd 

r 

i 
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In order to solve this misclassification problem, a 
post processing layer was added, which compared the 
standard pitch contours with pitch contours of the 
input sounds. Experiments showed that distinct pitch 
contours werc present for most of the misclassified 
phonemes when tested for all the speakers. For 
example, in the case of /kW, there was no pitch in the 
initial 5 frames, whereas a continuous band of pitch 
was obscrved for /a:/ during the same time period. This 
is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Similarly /dl has 
continuous pitch in the initial frames while MI has no 
pitch in this region. Phoneme / /has  continuous pitch 
in thc initial frames as opposed tu /H/. Therefore, any 
tnisclassificstion between /a:] - /Hi, /di - / X I  and / / - 
/Hi can be resolved using the pitch information. 
Similar analysis was conducted for a11 the phonemes 
and their misclassifications. A pitch analyzer compared 
thc standard pitch contours and the pitch contours of 
the iiiput sound was added as a post-processing layer 
in the hybrid system, resuIting in an overall 
recognition accuracy up to 90.8% as shown in A3 of 
Table I .  

The training and recognition times of the SVD- 
based recognition system were recorded and compared 
with the non-SVD based recognition system i.e., the 
SOM were directIy trained on the PSD. The 
experiments confirmed an improvement in the CPU 
throughput from 80.35% to 89.48% i n  both training 
and recognition. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper presents a hybrid Arabic phoneme 
recognition system fur pervasive environments, based 
on PSD. singular values, self-organizing maps and 
pitch contours. The study indicates that training and 
recognition time of CSOM has hecn drainatically 
rcduccd due to the introduction of SVD. With the 
introduction of pitch contours as a post processor, 
recognition accuracy increased from 7 1% to above 
90%, confirming the judgment to use the pitch features 
in phoneme recognition for various phonetic sounds. 
An overall recognition accuracy of 90.84Oh was 
observed with reduction in training and recognition 
time by a factor of 80.38% and 89.48% respectively. 
This recognition accuracy compares very favorably 
with the perfonnance of- other systems such as those 
identified in [3, 13, 14. 15, 171. 
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Appendix 

Table 1 
Recognition accuracies, 

A l :  %Accuracy of Experiment1 (El )  when SOM 
were trained to achieve maximum accuracy for 

individual phoneme, A2: %Accuracy of 
Experiment2 (E2) when SOM were testcd for 

all phonemes, A3: %Accuracy of Experiment3 
(E3) when post processing based on pitch 

contours was applied 
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